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About This Game

The oppressed peasants on Roven Island hire seven mages to protect their homes and crops.

The legendary Roven Island is said to be the place where the gods rested after they created the world. The earth, water and air
there are still imbued with magic, which lures magic prospectors. These prospectors conduct savage raids at regular intervals on

one of the unnamed villages on the island, robbing the hard-working peasants of most of their harvest. And so, one day, the
peasants put together the last of their coin and hire the mages to protect them.

The epic RPG 7 Mages in the tradition of the greatest classics of the genre takes you around the magical island of Roven. You
will visit gloomy crypts beneath the city, cross an icy mountain pass, submerge beneath the surface of the ocean and venture into

the guts of a dead dragon. And lots more too! The game offers unique and very tactical turn-based combat with the option to
split up your team, use combat magic, elemental magic and all-new musical magic.

A fantasy game reworking of the legendary movies Seven Samurai and The Magnificent Seven

14 fantastic environments

More than 30 types of enemy, most of them bringing new elements into combat

Highly tactical turn-based combat with the option to split up your team
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60 combat, elemental and musical spells

Original puzzles on each new level
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Title: 7 Mages
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Napoleon Games, s.r.o.
Publisher:
Napoleon Games, s.r.o.
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader model 2.0 capable card with 512 VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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The high level of difficulty and slow pace make for a very frustrating experience. Not worth $18 in my opinion.

One of the biggest annoyances is the size of the enemies. The game is hard enough as it is, so why make it more frustrating by
having us shoot tiny spiders and wasps? I obviously didn't explore every bit of content this game has to offer, but it was enough
for me to say no thanks.. BROKEN, it doesn't run on my Win7 at all, gets stuck on the "first time setup" window forever.
According to the discussion forums several others are experiencing this too.

I had to Idle Master the game to have enough logged playtime to leave this review D:. it was a fun 42 minutes. Great turn-based
strategy game, a little grindy at certain stages of the game. Definitely a hidden gem, I had not heard of this game before. Also
works great on Linux!. If you're a fan of the RoAW (Record of Agarest War) series then you might very well like (or even love
it as I do ^^ ) this gem since it really does share a good similarity to the RoAW series, just not exactly obviously but both entail
ridding the world of the same source of woe, of which I won't spoil, but needless to say... It REALLY made me love the series
and as such i'm giving this a 9/10. :selphinehappy: Would be a "10/10" if they added another route for another character that I
feel deserves a coupling with the main character as well, which character I won't spoil but it can easily be noticed during the
Lillith True Ending route regardless.

All-in-all, a truly good gem that I really do love. :D. This game is the best! If there are more characters or levels and a box that
talks what the gummy's are. This game would have the same popularity as gang beasts!

Go on EP games do your very best at this game!
-Jared. The game is awesome but there's a few things that I can think of to make the game better:
* Implement a challenge mode
* The music is awesome include a few more tracks
* The shield is the worst powerup because it prevents you from increasing your combo since it knocks cars away from you, it
should increase your combo everytime you hit a car
* More powerups\/malus in general
* More cars and more colors
* I could not see what power up I had when I was in first person view

I love the game though its fun to play when you just wanna chill out y'know.. A lot of the puzzles still hold up well after all these
years. The action/arcade type of challenges don't really work well in this game and they didn't two decades ago either. It was
nice to have some animation and the art style is sufficient.

My main gripe with this version is it's extremely bare bones. I understand they wanted to keep the gameplay area the same
aspect ratio/size, but even the Windows 3.1 version had the circuit board background rather than just empty black.

More options such as gamepad support and full-screen would have been an appreciated addition as well.

If you loved the original and have no problem playing games presented in an old desktop game style, buy this. It's well-worth
two dollars for the number of levels.

Players new to this game should avoid it for now or wait until the developer fleshes it out a bit more (unlikely to happen a year
into its release).
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No wonder it was so cheap, its as bad as a game you would get for free in a box of cereals.. A fairly simple tactics game but still
really fun. I am looking forward to unlocking more of the classes to diversify my party.. The best parts of quidditch with out
having to get up!. Satazius is a side scrolling shmup in the style of Gradius and R-Type. So it has a level design unlike most
shmups these days. The weapon system where you have a your primary weapon and two secondary weapons. The secondary
weapons you can switch during the game. You shoot both the primary and the secondary weapon at the same time. So you got
quite some fire power. But the game is designed around it. You also got a special weapon that you need to charge. And you can
collect upgrades for your weapons. The controls are good and there is controller support. The artstyle looks good although it's a
bit generic. One thing I didn't like is that the game has a very low resolution. But you can play it full screen or windowed. The
music also doesn't do it for me. But if you are looking for a shmup Satazius is a great pick.. Really good game addicting to
people that loves soccer. It's a pretty enjoyable game but I didn't like how you were punished for being grey. You either had to
be black or white if you wanted the game to go well, not much leeway for in betweens.. Love this Game. Im not very good at
these type of games, so i attempt to do my best. I look forward to purchasing rest of the game. If you like these game I would
give this a A+++++. Thanks to Play Cute and Joybits Ltd.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XE9xp-p6Gqw&t=3s. Seriously everything I ever wanted in a Franchise Mode in any sort of
Football game. Can't get enough of this game.. Very innovative and fresh game. You steer a glider that follows the basic rules of
gravitation (speeds up if it falls and gets slower if you try to pull up). You can only turn left or right so the handling can get very
tricky in close situations. If you hit spikes or come to a total halt you lose.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYH9IJCAMzU
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